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Features Key:
Welcome to the Lands Between!— The famous fantasy world where an endless battle is fought by players. A vast world full of excitement and surprises awaits you. Explore it with ease by using the repeatable world map system, or dive into all-new dungeons by using the armor- and character-swapping action system.
Come prepared for any situation with the convenient auto-focus option, or ward off chaos by engaging in battles with others while you're off exploring, all in this land of limitless possibilities.
Meet Our Heroes: Among the layers of the story, the three hero characters can freely switch their weapons, armor, and magic at any time. Whether you start with a swordsman, or a powerful magician with an air of disdain, you can freely develop your character according to your play style. Though this is the world of
fantasy, your character will not fall victim to preconceived notions.
Buy and Sell Items: The purple gemstone that the heroes carry is the currency that is used for both buying and selling items. Equipping items that contain elements that correspond to the different elements, such as martial arts for fire, or the marionette magic of Illusion, will provide a variety of effects. Explore the shop of
the hero characters and find a large selection of items that are appropriate for your character, and take advantage of the convenient cash shop function.
Easy Mission Completion: During the battle, if you are defeated, you can rematch a character that you have selected as a partner. Learn from the mistakes of others and improve your battle strategy accordingly with the easy mission system.
Brandish Superiority! In single-player mode, multiple viewpoints of the action can be taken. Guiding the hero characters and controlling them directly, or Doing battle with the monsters that you face, or Enjoying battles with the other players, or Going on missions with a friend in-game. Enjoy the variety of methods that
you can use to create the most satisfying experience, as your play style forms the basis for your development.
System of Game Levels: Out in the field, or on
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Chinese man introduced the most powerful magic system in the history of the world: the civilization system. Previously, such a system was introduced in the fantasy game from the French company "Wing Wind". This is a game that allows
you to form a party of three soldiers and then let you plunge into the dungeon together to fulfill the mission. It uses a "get you in/ get you out system". The progression of the game is called the "missions of the dungeon". However, in that
case, only a fixed party of 3 people can be used. In the latest game, you can choose how many warriors you want to form a party of 3. Then, you can freely designate a "special weapon master", and "special armor master". The warrior
skills that you master with these two masters are called "armor skills". Recently, the "Enhance" system, which became the subject of many games, was introduced. With this system, the player can increase the power of their weapons or
armor. In addition, a system called "scaling techniques" was added to increase the power of skills. This is a system used to increase the power of the special armor master. This is an approach from the "counter-enhance" system, such as
the one in the fantasy RPG "Vampire Lord 3". In the past, the system called "decision making" was used. However, now, "counter-decisioning" has been introduced. This system will allow you to choose the order of your actions while you
are in a battle. In addition, the "coexistence decision making" system, in which you can decide what to do when you are in the middle of the battle, has also been introduced. These systems allow you to enjoy a novel approach to the
game's battle system. ■ System overview The following is a summary of the system overview. １ Special armor master In the traditional fantasy games, there is a traditional "battle system" in which the hero attacks the enemy with a
physical attack that is called a "weapon" and then the enemy is forced to attack the hero. The hero can change what the weapon will become by choosing the weapon that the hero is holding and the weapon attack pattern. In addition, the
enemy attacks the hero with various defense skills. Therefore, the hero's character effectively controls the battle. In the new fantasy action RPG, the player selects "a customized warrior" and "armor master bff6bb2d33
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THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. Gameplay • Story A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in
which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. • Battles Gracefully control your character and fight in turn-based battles. Earn the trust of NPCs, and acquire items and experience points required to advance
through the story. • Exploration Travel with your party and progress through the Lands Between. The worlds and dungeons you visit have a three-dimensional quality and the depiction of characters' facial expressions is detailed. Features •
Choose from a variety of characters When you start the game, you can select one of eight main characters with a wide variety of backgrounds. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become
an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. Gameplay A vast world full of exciting content. A multilayered story that is easy to understand. A thrilling battle system that guides you to the next story segment. Gameplay Elden Ring is not only a
"make believe" game, but an action RPG with a high sense of immersion. A vast world full of exciting content. A multilayered story that is easy to understand. A thrilling battle system that guides you to the next story segment. With this
game, Elden Ring will never be the same. Gameplay A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. A
multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. Explore the Lands Between in a wide open field, an ominous dungeon, and a distant village. A vast world
full of exciting content. A multilayered story that is easy to understand. A thrilling battle system that guides you to the next story segment. A vast world full of exciting content. A multilayered story that is easy to understand. An epic drama
in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands
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